
Is it justified to keep animals in captivity?

Animals are usually feral and free to roam in the cavernous forest wild. However,

with more and more zoos built around the world, we began to question whether it

was justified to keep animals captive. In my opinion, I believe that it is, and we

should acquiesce that it is justified to keep animals in captivity.

There are reasons why captivity can be beneficial for animals, (comma) such as

providing access to medical care. A few of these examples would be the Wildlife

Reserve Singapore, the Bird Park, the Night Safari, the River Safari, and the Zoo.

Professionals would parlay their captivity to treat them. With these professionals,

animals would be treated with care and love, free from suffering from diseases.

Another reason I believe it is justified is that it will provide better protection for

animals and people. Wild and dangerous animals will roam the city

and brandish (word means threaten with an object) encroach into human habitat

and put humans and other animals at risk. Such as (you cannot start a sentence
with “such as”…) One example would be the crows that attacked attack

pedestrians on a path near Bishan Street 12. Or they More importantly, endagered

species could be protected against poaching. In some cases, these have helped

save endangered species from extinction. We have less than 4000 tigers in the wild

due to poaching.

However, On the other hand, some disagree and believe that it is not justified to

keep them in captivity, as there are concerns about the welfare of animals in captivity.

Many animals are kept in small, artificial environments that do not meet their

biological and behavioural needs, which is egregious, and they might be suffering

from bedevilledness, boredom, and this bedevils them, along with other health

problems. Like The polar bears in the Harbin Polar Bear Hote is one such example.

Where The bears are suffering from the environment and may be very stressed and

unhappy until now both mentally and physically.

In this case, I believe we should not create animal-themed restaurants that require a

high level of maintenance and use other kinds of animals, such as fish, cats, and

dogs. In this case, they are easier to take care of and do not need a special habitat to

survive in.



In conclusion, I believe that it is justified to to keep animals captived captive as the

benefits of keeping them captivied weighs more than in captivity outweighs the

disadvantages and it is also for the better for the animals and humans.


